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Friday 24th April 2020
Dear Parents and Carers,
It’s been an exciting week for the school during an incredibly difficult time nationally and I would just like to share a few snippets from parent
emails of thanks to the wider staff team for the launch of our Google Classroom Home Learning platform.
“I just wanted to drop you a note to say thanks and well done to all of you and the teachers for setting up Google classroom. We think it is
great. Arabella had no problems logging in and she has enjoyed engaging with the platform and doing the work and interacting with teachers
again.”
“Thank you also to all the other staff members who are the glue to bring this all together and keep everything ticking smoothly.”
“We really appreciate what an astonishingly difficult time this has been, and continues to be, and for the time and effort you’re putting into
giving the children the best go at it all. I really hope you’re all doing ok too.“
It is simple things like this that acknowledge the work that colleagues across the school are doing that bond us together and mean so much to us
all across the school. We begun the week with about 62% of families engaging with the platform and by the end of the week 75%. We will
work on this more next week unpicking what the barriers are, supporting with technology where we can and looking to ensure all children and
families are supported. We are in this together and will do all we can to help. Next week we will, as we get used to the platform think about how
we can post videos to further support group learning and bespoke skill development of your children with further teacher messaging. But I would
add that your support of your children across the school has been exceptional thank you! On the next page you will see our updated Google Classroom offer expectations.
Finally, Ramadan started on Thursday so we wish our Muslim families well during this time and I am also attaching a video for all our Muslim
families — it’s simple message to stay at home during this time to minimise the terrible losses communities across the UK and wider world have
suffered and cannot be echoed strongly enough.
Best wishes and stay safe, Anthony Carmel (Headteacher)

Apply now for a place in our Nursery for our September and January intakes.
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Follow us @AshmountPrimary for all the latest news.
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Useful information about Google Classrooms from Monday 27th April:
Children will be provided with a daily outline of suggested activities including a daily English and Maths
activity. The daily English and Maths activities will enable the children to build up a bank of resources and
knowledge which will support them to complete their assigned learning e.g. the Big Write. We suggest that all
children attempt to complete these if they can however, they are not expected to upload this learning. They
can do so if they wish, to along with any other additional learning they have completed at home. There are
two ways to do this:
1.
Upload the work to the classwork stream for their teachers and peers to see.
2. Upload them to the ’Child-initiated Learning’ or ‘Child-led activities’ assignment. This can be added to
and edited throughout the week by ‘re-submitting’ the assignment.
Daily activities can be identified by the following symbol in the classwork section of the classroom:
Children will be asked to complete and submit 5 assignments each week. These will appear on the children’s
‘To do’ section of their classroom and will have a submission date. An assignment can be recognised by the
following symbol in the classwork section of the classroom:
Children will receive 1 piece of feedback from their teacher on each assignment. Assignments which are resubmitted will not receive further feedback. Teachers will address common misconceptions and outcomes
from the previous week in a announcement on the classroom stream. Responses and interaction with the children via the classroom stream and child-led submissions will be at the teachers’ discretion e.g. they will respond if they feel that this is necessary or to offer words of encouragement for the children.
To find out more about what to expect from our online classroom offer, please read the Guidance for Parents document and our Online Safety Policy. This will help you to support your child in getting the most out
of their learning and most importantly, keep them safe whilst doing so.
Please be aware that some teachers may be teaching our key worker children at school on particular days
and also have additional responsibilities outside of the remote platform so responses may not be instant. If
there are any urgent issues, please call the school or contact the office on office@ashmount.islington.sch.uk).
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Place2Be
As part of our therapeutic support offer at school which includes CaMHS, EPS and access to an array of services
through Coelina our Inclusion Leader, we also buy into an annual support package with Place2Be a national organisation who operate in various schools across the country and offer individual, group and whole school therapeutic support. The vast majority of children at Ashmount are also signed up to Place2Talk, one of Place2Be’s
school based offers where they can independently seek counselling advice from trained counsellors for ideas, issues,
thoughts or questions they have that are troubling them.

This team of 5 counsellors, (Fiona, Arti, Emily, Flo and Hannah), is incredibly well lead by Fiona Brisbourne the
lead practitioner for Place2be at Ashmount and during this time of Lock-Down she is still available for to access
support via the email address below.
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Timestables Rockstars

news!

Massive congratulations to
-this week’s current league table leaders Milla and Samir!
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Our Learning in photos — Home Learning this week!
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